RECHARGEABLE GREEN CROSS-LINE LASER LEVEL

Self-Leveling Laser Level For All-Day Use
RECHARGEABLE GREEN CROSS-LINE LASER LEVEL

The Klein Tools Rechargeable Green Cross-Line Laser Level is a high-performance laser leveling and alignment tool for professionals. This self-leveling laser delivers clear, bright green laser level lines, and bright red plumb up/down spots. Equipped with an integrated magnetic mount and an additional ceiling grid clamp, Klein’s cross-line laser level enables a multitude of alignment and layout applications. The integrated rechargeable battery provides up to 15 hours of runtime for all-day use.

Includes:
• Laser Level
• 360º Magnetic Mounting Bracket
• Ceiling bracket adapter
• USB-C Charging Cable
• Hard Plastic Carrying Case

Visit www.kleintools.com for warnings and instructions.
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